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***

In  commemoration  of  the  76th  anniversary  of  the  Hiroshima bombing,  we repost  this
important article first published on GR in 2018.

The film Hiroshima-Nagasaki 1945 was created in 1968 from Japanese footage that the US
Defense Department had kept hidden for over 20 years. The filmmaker Erik Barnouw offered
his  16  minute  film  to  all  the  US  main  channels.  None  of  them  showed  it.  Why  is  obvious
when looking at this three minute excert.

The atom bombs dropped by the US on those Japenese cities served no military purpose, as
the Japanese were already suing for peace. President Truman, who ordered the bombs to be
dropped, lied to the American people when he said that the atom bombs had saved lives
and there were few civilian deaths. Up to 200,000 were killed.

Seeing the barbarous effect of these weapons, did our political and military leaders decide
to rid the world of them? Far from it. Today’s nuclear weapons make the Hiroshima and
Nagasaki bombs look like water pistols in comparison, and there are enough of them to
destroy not just cities but the whole world.

And who has most of these weapons of mass destruction? The only country to ever use
them — the United States.
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Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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